We give a deterministic algorithm for computing the diameter of an n-point set in three dimensions with O(n log2 n) running time. This matches the best pre vious algorithm of Ramos [20]; however, our algorithm is simpler and based on the use of a different technique.
Introduction
We address the well-known diameter problem:
The diameter problem. Given a set 5' of n points in d-dimensional space, compute the diameter of S, defined as the maximum distance between two points of S.
Let &am(S) denote the diameter of set S. We suppose that a diameter algorithm outputs the largest-distance pair of points. In this paper, we consider the three-dimensional diameter problem. This problem was solved by Clarkson and Shor [9] by a randomized algorithm with optimal expected running time O(nlog n). The brute-force algorithm takes O(n2) time.
Yao solved this problem in O((nlogn)'*') time [22] (in higher dimension, d 2 4, he obtained O(n2-"(dl log'-"(d) n) time, where a(d) = 2-@+l)). By computing a structure that allows point location in the (implicitly represented) furthest-point Voronoi diagram of S, it is possible to achieve running time O(n413+') [15] .
The other solutions [8, 16, 51 are based on the same approach. Clarkson and Shor [9] first transform 3-dimensional diameter problem to the following problem.
The ball problem. Given n unit-balls and n points in 3-dimensional space, determine whether any point lies outside the common intersection of the balls.
The diameter of S is the smallest T such that the intersection of the balls of radius T centered at For a specific value T, an oracle 0 decides whether T < &am(S), T = &am(S) or r > &am(S), using an algorithm for the ball problem.
Chazelle et al. [8] obtained a deterministic O(n'+') algorithm, where E > 0 is an arbitrary small constant. MatouSek and Schwarzkopf [16] improved this running time to O(n log" n), where c > 0 is a constant.
Amato et al. [2] and BrSnninman et al. [5] gave O(n log3 n) algorithms for computing the diameter.
Very recently, Ramos [20] improved the running time by a log n factor, using l-d lower envelope algorithm, and further insight into geometric optimization in an arrangement of surfaces.
In this paper, we study another way to compute the diameter by constructing a restriction of the furthest-point Voronoi diagram to the convex hull (in special case). We present an algorithm with running time O(nlog2 n). Our algorithm uses practical data structures such as the lists (including the double-connected-edge-lists), the balanced binary search tree, the hierarchy of Dobkin and Kirkpatrick [ll] . I hope that it will be good in practice.
Geometric Preliminaries
We introduce some notation that will be used throughout this paper. Proof. Let T be a point of the ray. Suppose points such that one lies in R and the other lies in r does not belong to Vor(p). Hence, for a point B. p' E A, the point r E Vor(p') and dist(p,r) < Let diam(R, B) denote the red-blue diameter dist(p', r). By triangle inequality dist(p', r) 5 of sets R and B. The reduction of the diameter dist(p', q) + dist(q, r) 5 dist(p, q) + dist(q, r) = p roblem to the red-blue diameter problem can be dist(p, T). Contradiction. done easily. Compute the minimum axes-parallel LEMMA 2.2. Let A be a finite set of points in box that contains given set. Construct three planes R3 and P be a convex polyhedron such that every perpendicular to coordinate axes such that each point of A as in P. For a point p E A, the plane divides the covering box into two boxes of intersection of the furthest-point Voronoi cell of p equal size. Consider one plane. It divides the set and the polyhedron P is a connected set. S into two subsets. Solve the red-blue diameter problem for these sets. The diameter of 5' is Proof. Let q and T be any distinct points in the surface Voronoi cell of p, i.e. q, r E T/or(p) fl P. The maximum of these diameters. This reduction gives th special case in which the set A contains only one ree red-blue diameter problems. point is trivial. We assume that the set A contains THEOREM 3.1. The reduction algorithm is at least two points. Hence p $! Vor(p) and p # q correct ' and p # r. Construct the plane A passing through Proof. Consider smallest axes-parallel box A the points p, q and r. The intersection of the plane containing 5'. Let a, b and c denote the lengths R and the convex polyhedron P is a convex polygon of its sides. It is clear that the diameter of S is Q. The points p, q and r belong to the polygon Q. at least max(a~ b, c)* Three planes Partition the The points q and T divide it into two polygonal box A into 8 equal boxes with sides a/2, b/2 and chains. Let P' denote the polygonal chain which c/2. We show that any furthest distance pair of does not contain p. S cannot lie in the same subbox. Suppose there
We prove that the Voronoi cell of p contains exists a pair p, q of S in the same subbox such that the polygonal chain P'. Consider any point s E P'. dist(p, q) = diam(S). It is clear that the distance The furthest-point Voronoi cell of p is the convex between p and q is at most the length of diagonal set. Hence it contains the line segment [q, r] and Of A* Hence a point s' which is the intersection of the line segments [q, r] set of vertices S in R3, (1) for a point p E S, the Contradiction. Voronoi cell of p is nonempty, and (2) for a point Consider any pair p, q points in S such that p E S and a plane cy, O(1) operations is sufice to dist(p,q) = diam(S). At least one of three planes determine a side of (Y such that the corresponding separates p and q. This plane divides S into two halfspace intersects the Voronoi cell of p.
subsets. Therefore the red-blue diameter for these subsets is equal to the diameter of S. This proves 3 Reduction that our algorithm correctly computes the diameter At first we reduce the problem of finding the Of s* diameter of set to the problem of finding the furthest distance between points of separated sets. 4 Red-Blue Diameter Algorithm
The red-blue diameter problem. Given In this section, we solve the red-blue diameter a red set R and a blue set B that are separated problem. Suppose that we are given a set R of n points and a set B of m points. The plane r separates these sets. Without loss of generality, we can assume that n 1 m. For any points p E R and q E B, if they give the red-blue diameter dist(p, q) = diam(R, B), then they lie on the convex hull of the union of red and blue sets. First, we construct the convex hull H = CH (RlJB) and remove points that lie inside it.
Let ~1 be a plane such that 0 x1 is parallel to plane r, and l ?rr divides set R into two subsets of (almost) equal size.
Let Rr denote the subset of R that lies in the same halfspace defined by ~1 as the set B. Let Rz denote the complement subset of R, i.e.
R2 = R\ RI.
Construct the intersection of the furthest-point Voronoi diagram Vor(B) and the plane al. The intersection has size O(n).
The algorithm for constructing Vor(B) n ?rr is described in Section 5. We also construct the polygon which is the intersection of the convex hull H and the plane ?rr. Denote it by Q. It is clear that & is a convex polygon.
For a point p E B, there are five cases.
Case 1.
The Voronoi cell of p does not intersect the plane ?rr.
There are two subcases depending on which side of ~1 the Voronoi cell is on. By Lemma 2.3, the side can be determined in O (1) In the following cases, the Voronoi cell of p intersects the plane ~1. Denote this polygon by P = VOT-(p) n rl.
Case 2. The polygon P lies completely inside the polygon Q . We show that the Voronoi cell of p does not contain any point of RI. Suppose that, for a point q E RI, the Voronoi cell of p contains q.
By Lemma 2.1, there exists a point T E H on the other side of ~1 (we can construct a ray starting at any point T' E P in the direction from p to T'). By Case 3. The polygon P lies completely outside the polygon Q. Construct a line 11 (see Fig. 2 ) such that l 11 separates the polygons P and Q, and a 11 is tangent to the polygon P.
To compute the line Zr, we can use the optimal O(log n) algorithm of Edelsbrunner [12] for finding the minimum distance between two convex polygons. Consider the point where line Ii touches polygon P. Consider edges of P incident to it.
These edges share the Voronoi region of p and the Voronoi regions of two points, say q and r. It is clear that the Voronoi cell of p lies in the halfspace {t 1 dist(p,t) 5 dist(q,t)} and in the halfspace {t 1 dist(p, t) 5 dist(r,t)}.
The intersection of these halfspaces lies in the halfspace defined by the plane passing through the line 21 and the line {t 1 dist(p, t) = dist(q, t) = dist(r, t)}. We denote this plane by 'ITS.
The plane 7r2 (and the Voronoi cell of p) cannot intersect both parts of the convex hull H into which it is divided by the plane al. We want to determine a part that does not intersect the plane 7r2. Find a vertex s of the polygon Q that is closest to the line 21. Let fr and f2 be the facets of the convex hull H such that l they are incident to the point s, and l they intersect the plane ~1 (see The set Bs is defined as B \ Br u & (case 4). An algorithm to determine the sets Br , & and Ba is given in Section 6.
The red-blue diameter &am(R,B) is maximum of the red-blue diameters diam(Rr,&), diam(&, Br) and diam(R, Bs). We recursively call the red-blue diameter algorithm of this section to compute the first two diameters. We show how to compute the red-blue diameter of R and Ba in Section 7. In this section, we consider the problem of constructing the intersection of the furthest-point Voronoi diagram and the plane. This problem is a special case of the power diagmrns [3, 41. The power diagram generalizes the Voronoi diagram. This generalization assigns a weight w(p) to each of the given sites p and replaces the Euclidean distance dist(z,p) between a point z and p by dist2(z,p)--w(p).
In particular, the pair (p, 1~) may be interpreted as a circle with center p and radius $$$ if w(p) > 0. In a classical Voronoi diagram, for two distinct points p and q, the separator (the set of points equidistant from p and q) is the perpendicular bisector of p and q. In a power diagram, the separator is still a straight line: the power line of two circles. The furthest-point power diagram can be constructed in O(nlogn) time [3, 43. It remains to determine the sites and weights for which the furthest-point power diagram coincides with the required intersection of the furthestpoint Voronoi diagram and the plane. The set of . P sites in the plane ~1 is the projection of B onto ~1. For a point p E B, let p' is the projection of p. We assign the weight w(p') = -dist2(p,p'). We have the furthest-point Voronoi diagram
Case 4. The polygon P intersects the boundVor(B) in the plane 7r and the polygon Q which ary of polygon Q. Unfortunately, the point p can is the intersection of plane K and the convex hull be the furthest neighbor of points in both R1 and of the red and blue sets. The polygon Q is convex.
R2.
We will solve the following problem. Thus, we partition the set B into three subsets Problem.Given a convex polygon Q and a points p E B such that set P of k convex polygons with disjoint interiors covering the plane, determine the polygons of P V0r(p) n H n rl # 0. algorithm of Bentley and Ottmann [6] and compute The Figure 4 shows when this case can occur.
the polygons of P' in 0( k log k) running time.
Fortunately the total number of chains is O(lQl)
We present a simple way of finding P' in linear (by Lemma 7.1).
time. Denote the vertices of Q by ~1,. . . , qm in the Q clockwise order. We will move the point p on the boundary of Q and find the polygons of P that contain p. The moving starts at point p = ql. The next endpoint of the edge is q = 42. Determine the polygon of P containing p (by a simple scan of the edges of the polygons of P). Denote it by P. It is clear that P E P'. The point p moves from p to q. Determine the side e of P that intersects the line through p and
We distinguish 3 cases to process the point p. Case 1. The edge e intersects the line segment Figure 4 : 5 polygonal chains of Vor(p).
[p, q]. The edge e is common to two polygons P and, say, Pr. It is clear that polygon Pr belongs to P'. Add it into P' and assign it to P. Case 2. The edge e does not intersect the line through p and q. (This case can occur after Case 1.) Take the next edge of P after e in the clockwise order.
Case 3. The edge e intersects the line through p and q but does not intersect the line segment [p, q] . Move the point p into q and assign the next point of Q after p in the clockwise order to q.
The proof of correctness of the algorithm is straightforward.
We can determine other subsets of P using a traversal of the edges of polygons of P. Figure 5 : [r', r] (resp. [T, r')) is the polygonal chain of p (resp. q). The point r lies in the bisector plane 7 Processing the Set B3 of p and q.
In this section, we show how to find the diameter Consider the furthest-point Voronoi diagram of of the sets Bs and R. Recall that Bs is the set of us in ~3. By Lemma 2.2, the convex hull H is partitioned into I&] connected domains, and we call them surface Voronoi cells. For a point p E &, let V(p) = Vor(p) n H denote the surface Voronoi cell corresponding to p. The surface Voronoi cells are determined by facets of polytopes Vor(&) that intersect the convex hull H. We know some planes of such faces, namely, the faces which intersect the polygon Q. The plane of a face is the bisector plane of points p, 4 E Bs (the set of points equidistant from two points is called the bisector plane) such that the corresponding polygonal chains have a common point T E Q (see Fig. 5 ).
It should be noted that the description of V(p) does not include all points of intersection the boundary of Voronoi cell Vor(p) with the convex hull H, namely with the edges of the convex hull.
It contains only l the vertices of V(p) that correspond to the intersections of segments of Vor(&) and the convex hull H. In other words, the point Q E H is the vertex of V(p) if and only if q is equidistant from at least three points in Bs (p is one of them). l the "edges" of V(p).
The edge of V(p) connects two vertices of V(p) and separates two surface Voronoi cells, one of which is V(p). Jn fact, any edge of V(p) is the polygonal chain in the convex hull. In spite of this, we store only endpoints of the edge and the pair of data points whose surface Voronoi cells are shared by this edge.
At first we solve the following problem. Problem Pl. We are given a convex hull CH with n vertices, a plane R which intersects CH. We are also given a set S of m points in the convex hull which lie in the same halfspace bounded by ?r. For any point p E S, its Voronoi cell in Vor(S) intersects the polygon nnCH. Compute the surface Voronoi cells V(p), p E 5'.
We will solve this problem in 0( m log m log n) time. For convenience, we assume that the plane x is horizontal (Z = con&) and the points of S lie below r. We split the problem into two subproblems. In the first problem, we construct the surface Voronoi cells in Vor( S) nCH r-m+, where n+ is the upper halfspace bounded by T. In the second one, we consider the lower halfspace z-bounded by X. In order to obtain the general solution, we glue the edges of surface Voronoi cells that intersect the plane 7r. (In fact, we do not need to take a union of the solutions; see Section 7.3.) We show how to solve these problems in the following subsections. 7.1 Upper Halfspace 'We know that, for every point p E S, its surface Voronoi celI intersects the polygon nnCH. The polygon mCH is partitioned into the polygonal chains cl,. . . , Ck by the surface Voronoi cells. The polygonal chains are defined by their endpoints. Denote the endpoints of polygonal chain c; by e; and e;+r. To find endpoints, we can use the algorithms of Sections 5 and 6. (Initially, S = Bs and we already know endpoints.) Note that Ic is at least m. Let p;, for i = l,..., Ic, denote the point of S whose surface Voronoi cell contains the polygonal chain c;. To characterize polygonal chains, we use Davenport-Schinzel sequences [lo, l] . An (n, s) Davenport-Schinzel sequence, for a positive integers n and s, is a sequence composed of n symbols with the properties that no two adjacent elements are equal, and that it does not contain, as a (possibly nonconiguous) subsequence, any alteration a. . . b . . . a. , . b . . . of length s+2 between two distinct symbols a and b.
LEMMA 7.1. The sequense (pl,p~, . . . ,pk) is an (m, 2) Davenport-Schinzeb sequence. Hence k < 2m-1.
Proof The first condition of DavenportSchinzel sequence is trivial.
Suppose the second condition does not hold. There exist indexes ir < i2 < is < id such that p;, = pi3 and pi* = pi*. The Voronoi cell Vor(p;,) contains the quadrangle with vertices e;, , e;,+r , eis, eia+r. The interior of segment [e il, eis] lies in the interior of Voronoi cell Vor(p;,). The interior of segment [e;,, ei,] lies in the interior of Voronoi cell Vor(pi,). The intersection of these segments has to belong to the interiors of Voronoi cells Vor(pil) and Vor(p;,). Contradiction.
Our first goal is to reduce the problem to the problems in which every surface Voronoi cell gives only one polygonal chain in intersection with the polygon CH n a. Consider the case k > m. Then there exists a point p E S whose surface Voronoi cell contains more than one polygonal chain. Let these chains have indexes ir, ia,. . . ii in increasing order.
Using previous algorithm solve the problem for Using I polygonal chains of p, we can reduce these sets. The surface Voronoi cells for 5 can be our problem to 1 subproblems. {ei,+l, . . . . e,,el,..., e;,}. Suppose C contains a cycle. Consider any edge e of the cycle. It shares two surface Voronoi cells, Using this technique we can reduce our problem say V(p;),i 2 L/2 and V(pi),j > k/2. Choose to the subproblems in which every data point has any point a from edge e. Choose a point b from only one polygonal chain. This can be done in polygonal chain c; (i.e. b E vOr(pi) n cl3 n T) O(m) time such that the total number of data except endpoints e; and ei+i. Choose a point c points of subproblems will be O(m). It should be from polygonal chain cj except endpoints ej and noted that the solution to our problem is the union ej+l . Consider the plane passing through points a, of the solution to the subproblems. b and p;. The intersection of plane and convex hull We now sketch the algorithm for reduction. We CH is the boundary of a convex polygon. Points go through the polygonal chains cl, . . . , Ck. For cur-a and b divide this boundary into two polygonal rent polygonal chain cj, if the point pj has already chains. Let Ci denote the polygonal chain that occurred for the previous polygonal chain i, then does not contain point p;. Consider the plane extract the polygonal chains with indexes from i to j -1 into the subproblem. Note that the point p; is included into both extracted and remained subproblems. Note that the number of extracted chains can be less than j -i, because some of the chains can be extracted before this moment. At the end, we form the last subproblem with the remaining chains. All of these subproblems satisfy the passing through points a, c and pj. Construct the polygonal chain C2 from a to c that does not contain point pj. Ci U C2 is the polygonal chain from b to c. Cl U C2 intersects C at least twice because C contains a cycle. But Cl \ {u} (CZ \ {u}) lies in the interior of Voronoi cell of p; (resp. pj). Contradiction.
Thus C contains only chains. Consider a shared condition that the number of the polygonal chains edge e. Let p be an endpoint of e. Suppose that p is equal to the number of data points.
does not lie in plane r. The surfase Voronoi cells Now we consider the problem for the case k = are colored into two color. Hence the number of m. We apply the divide-and-conquer approach. shared edges that are incidented to p is even. It is Divide the set S into two subsets not difficult to see that, for any graph G without $1 = {p1,.-.,qg~) and & = s\&.
cycles, if it has only two vertices (corresponding to ei and elki2J+r ) of odd degrees, then G is a chain.
The proof is completed. plane of pj and, say, p,. We can test whether it Now we explain how to find the endpoints of belongs to the edge E in O(1) time. Consider the edges of the merge chain C. Note that endpoints point v, which is the median of the segment lie on the edges of surface Voronoi c& for sl [Pj,Psl* The edge E does not contah the Point e' and 5'2. Algorithm starts in the point er that if and only if the line passing through endpoints of is the endpoint of an edge that separates the E separates the points e' and v in the bisector surface Voronoi cells V(pl) and V(pk). Consider plane of pi and pS, If the edge E does not contain the moment when we have found an endpoint e on the point e', we pass the edge and take the next the edge that separates the surface Voronoi cells edge on the boundary V(pj). V(pi) and V(pj). Without loss of generality, we In a similar way, we find the point on the edge can assume that pi,pj E 5'1 and i < j. We are of V(pr) that is encountered in the motion of point entering the surface Voronoi cells V(pj). e is the e. Determine the point that occurs first in the second endpoint of the edge that separates V(pi) motion of point e. This point is the next point and and the surface Voronoi cell of some point of 5'2, say the next edge of merge chain is found. The tracing pl. e is the first endpoint of the edge that separates of the boundary of the surface Voronoi cell that is the surface Voronoi cells V(pj) and V(pl). not changed can be continued. This is important
We show how to find an edge of V(pj) that we for the running time because we try to detect the encounter if we continue the motion of point e. The intersection with an edge at most two times. motion lies in the boundary of a convex polygon
To prove correctness of the algorithm, we need which is the intersection of the convex hull CH the fo'owing results* and the bisector plane of points pj and pl. This can be done by tracing the boundary of V(pj) in the intersection of the surface Voronoi cell V(pj) the direction opposite to the direction of polygonal and the bisector plane of pj and pl is a polygonal chains pl, . . . , pl, (in the projection on the plane n). chain. Let the current edge E of the boundary of V(pi) separate V(pj) and V(ps). To detect whether this edge is encountered in the motion of e, we compute the intersection of the convex hull CH and the line L that is the set of points equidistant from the points pj, pl and p, .
To do this, we use the algorithm of Dobkin and Kirkpatrick [ll] . Their algorithm takes l O(n log n) time to preprocess the convex hull CH, and l O(logn) time to find the intersection of the line L and the convex hull CH.
If the line L does not intersect the convex hull we pass the edge E and take the next edge on the boundary V(pj).
Let the line L intersect the convex hull in two points. Choose the point e' among them that is the first in the motion of e. (The direction of the motion in the polygon CH n {t 1 dist(t,pj) = dist(t, pl)) can be defined using the halfplane {t ] dist(t,pj) = dist(t,pl) and dist(t,pj) 5 dist(t,p;)j-or r+ fl {t ) dist(t,pl) = dist(t,pk)} for e = er.) This point belongs to the bisector Let w(i, j) denote the bisector plane of points p; and pj. Proof. Suppose that these polygonal chains have at least two common points, say, a and b. Let C; and Cj be parts of these polygonal chains that connect a and b. The polygonal chains C; and Cj form a closed path.
Let c be any point from an area with the boundary Ci U Cj. Consider the furthest-point Voronoi diagram of the set (pi,Pj,P&+l,--*, pk)-
The point c cannot belong to the surface Voronoi cell of p; (resp. pj and pl) because any path from c to ei (resp. ej and el) intersects the boundary C; U Cj. Contradiction. THEOREM 7.2. The algorithm for solving the problem Pl is correct.
Proof. Lemma 7.2 provides an existence of endpoints of e in both V(pj) and V(pr). By Lemma 7.3, the endpoints which are computed by the algorithm in V(pl) form a monotone sequence. Hence the tracing of edges is correct.
7.2 Lower Halfspace The algorithm for constructing the surface Voronoi cells in lower halfspace bounded by 7~ is similar to the one for the upper halfspace. We explain only the differences. We do not need to reduce the problem to the subproblems with one polygonal chain per data point. We can think that the polygonal chains corresponding to the "distinct" data points because different polygonal chains of the same data point are not connected in the lower halfspace.
Furthest
Neighbors Now we have solved the problem Pl. This means that we know the intersection of the convex hull H with the Voronoi diagram of Bs. It remains to show how, for any point of R, find its furthest neighbor among the points of Bs.
We again divide the problem into two subproblems, for Rr and Rx. Let us consider the subproblem for R2. First we construct the Delaunay triangulation using duality. For a polygonal chain in H n ?r, take any point from it. These points are the vertices of the plane graph. Connect two vertices by an edge if the corresponding surface Voronoi cells have a common edge. To obtain triangulation, we add any edges that connect the vertices corresponding to the same data point. Any edge of triangulation partitions the vertices of the graph (except endpoints of the edge) into two parts. By Lemma 7.4, there exists a fair edge of the triangulation such that the number of vertices on any side of it is at least [/z/3] -1, where k is the number of vertices of the graph.
LEMMA 7.4. Any triangulation of a convex polygon contains a fair edge.
Proof. We can assume that the convex polygon is regular. Consider a triangle of the triangulation that contains the center of the polygon. Consider the longest side of the triangle. It is easy to see that this edge satisfies the lemma.
The fair edge of the polygon can be found in O(k) time. Denote it by e = (u,v). Let p and Q be the data points corresponding to the vertices u and v. Case 1. p # q.
There is an edge of the surface Voronoi diagram that separates the surface Voronoi cells V(p) and V(q). Choose any point T from it (for example, one of the endpoints). Choose any points p' and q' from the corresponding polygonal chains. The upper half of the convex hull H can be partitioned into two parts as follows. The intersection of the convex hull and the plane passing through three points p, p' and T is a convex polygon. Take the part of it in the upper halfspace between the points p' and T. The polygonal path from q' and T can be constructed in a similar way. Thus we have a path from p' and q' that separates H f~ 7r+ into two parts. It is easy to partition the points of & into two subsets corresponding to these parts.
Consider any point t of R2. Compute the halfspace bounded by the bisector plane of p and q that contains the point t.
If t lies in the same halfspace as p', then compute the halfspace bounded by the plane passing through p, p' and T that contains t. Otherwise, we test the side of the plane passing through q, q' and T. Now we divide the problem into two subproblems, which can be solved recursively. Note that the vertices u and 2, have to be included into both tasks.
Case 2. p = q The partition algorithm is very simple. The points of & are divided by the plane passing through p, p' and q' (the points p' and q' are chosen as in the previous case).
At the end of the recursion (if the number of data points is O(1) or the number of vertices of the graph is O(l)), the computing of the furthest neighbors is straightforward.
The points of Rr can be handled in a similar way.
Analysis
We now analyze the running time of the algorithm. It is clear that the overall time is a constant times the running time of computing the redblue diameter. Let T(n,m) denote the time for computing the red-blue diameter of n red points R and m blue points B.
LEMMA 8.1. T(n, m) < c(n + m) log2(n + m).
Thus we have proved the following result: THEOREM 8.1. The diameter of a set of n points in three-dimensional space can he computed in O(nlog2 n).
